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Abstract

By implementing a novel multiphase field model for ferroelectric systems, the phase co-

existence of the tetragonal (T) and rhombohedral (R) phases in Pb-free BZT-40BCT

was analyzed. Metastable coexistence of the T and R phases is predicted between a

thermodynamic upper limit at TC,R = 49.90 ◦C and a kinetic lower limit determined

by the time-temperature-transformation behaviour. Predicted domain microstructures

exhibit faceted domain walls and curved T-R phase interfaces that are consistent with

recent TEM studies in the vicinity of the polymorphic phase boundary (PPB). Further,

miniaturization of the domain structure near the PPB is a result of the relatively low

interfacial energies and a pinning effect caused by the large metastable phase fraction

that originates from the vanishing macroscopic driving force for phase transformation.

Particularly, the vanishing of rhombohedral domain wall energies as T → TC,R enables

a phase transformation-induced polarization rotation mechanism and predicts a hierar-

chical domain morphology for the R phase. These results are in agreement with the

higher piezoelectric response reported near the maximum temperature for R+T coexis-

tence and the observations of a miniaturized nanodomains structure within micron-sized,

wedge-shaped domains in the R phase for the BZT-xBCT system.
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1. Introduction

Ferroelectric (FE) materials are ubiquitous in modern society and have enabled the

development of advanced applications ranging from electromechanical actuators and sen-

sors, to energy harvesting devices. In particular, lead zirconate titanate (PZT) has been

the most widely used piezoelectric material thanks to its wide range of composition-

dependent electromechanical properties and exceptional high performance near its mor-

photropic phase boundary (MPB) [1]. However, lead toxicity has motivated the develop-

ment of Pb-free chemistries to find alternatives with the same performance and versatility

as PZT [2, 3]. Most studies on Pb-containing and Pb-free materials have focused on the

region of phase space near interferroelectric transitions, where two FE phases coexist and

electromechanical properties are maximal [2, 3], see e.g., Figure 1(a). An interferroelec-

tric phase boundary can be either a compositionally-driven MPB or a temperature-driven

polymorphic phase boundary (PPB) [4, 5]. The role of phase coexistence, vanishing of

the crystallographic anisotropy of polarization and volumetric free energy, low domain

wall energies, miniaturization of domain structure and easy polarization rotation has been

recognized as the fundamental cause of the enhanced functional response near these inter-

ferroelectric transitions, see e.g., [6]. Despite significant progress, the true structural state

and origin of the enhanced electromechanical response in the vicinity of interferroelectric

phase boundaries remain under debate [2, 6, 7].

Traditionally, phase field models have been used to study different aspects of ferro-

electricity, such as the microstructural evolution and domain configurations in single-

crystals [8–13], polycrystals [14, 15], and thin films [16, 17]. For systems with two

or more FE phases, phenomenological approaches commonly split the Landau coeffi-

cients into isotropic and anisotropic contributions to facilitate the thermodynamic analy-

sis [6, 7, 18, 19]. Recent works have also used the phase field method to investigate phase

coexistence and the mechanisms responsible for the enhanced electromechanical proper-

ties near interferroelectric transitions [20–25]. The strong piezoelectric response near a

PPB or MPB is commonly attributed to the low crystallographic anisotropy of polar-

ization that leads to a near-spherical symmetry of the traditional energy surface, which

enables polarization rotation and has been used to explain the reduction in the domain

wall energy that results in miniaturized domains [6, 7, 18, 19, 25, 26]. All these models

rely on a single Landau-Devonshire thermodynamic potential with coefficients fitted to
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macroscopic properties from specific FE phases. Despite significant effort invested on

the fitting procedure, using a single Landau-Devonshire potential to describe more than

one FE phase inherently limits the accuracy of predicted properties in the bulk phases

and, particularly, near interferroelectric transitions, see e.g., [27–29]. Since interfaces

must be studied along with their abutting phases, the deficits of the traditional models

for coexisting FE phases limit their predictions on the role of interfaces on equilibrium

and kinetic microstructures and properties. Thus, the structural states and mechanisms

responsible for the enhanced electromechanical response near this region of phase space

have not been appropriately examined.

For the Pb-free (1−x)Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3-x(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 system, or BZT-xBCT, there

is no consensus in the literature on whether there is a single PPB between a tetragonal (T)

and a rhombohedral (R) phases [30–35], or whether there is an intervening orthorhombic

(O) phase and two PPBs [36–40]. Recently [41], a multiphase field model for ferroelectric

systems, known hereafter as FE-MPF model, was proposed to describe the coexistence

of two FE phases, each one defined by its own Landau coefficients as obtained from ex-

perimental data for the respective phase. The properties of the FE phases are allowed

to vary independently, enabling a more accurate and thermodynamically consistent de-

scription of the bulk phases and interferroelectric phase transitions. The BZT-40BCT

composition was investigated in 1D using a coarse-grained approach and considering a

phase diagram with a single PPB between the T and R phases, Figure 1(a). In agreement

with the experimental observations of a region of R+T coexistence in the BZT-xBCT

system [30–35], results demonstrated a maximum temperature for R+T metastable co-

existence above the reported PPB and no thermodynamic limit for coexistence below

the PPB. Further, time-temperature-transformation relations indicated that R+T coex-

istence was short lived below the PPB, i.e., metastable coexistence is kinetically limited at

low temperatures, thus explaining the apparent stabilization of an intervening O phase as

reported in some experiments [36–40]. In addition, the 1D analysis allowed the identifica-

tion of a phase transformation-induced polarization rotation mechanism that explained

the enhanced electromechanical properties near the PPB, and the particularly strong

response reported close to the maximum temperature for R+T coexistence (described

elsewhere as the O-T phase transition) for the BZT-xBCT system [7].

However, the analysis of realistic domain microstructures and the effect of local electric
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Figure 1: (a) BZT-xBCT pseudo-binary phase diagram with region of interest ringed in

red, adapted from Torres-Matheus et al. [41]. The shaded area indicates the experimen-

tally determined region of rhombohedral and tetragonal (R+T) metastable coexistence,

reported elsewhere as an intervening orthorhombic (O) phase. (b) Bright-field TEM im-

ages of a BZT-50BCT grain viewed along the [001] direction. Typical morphologies are

observed, consisting of lamellar T domains with domain walls along {110} planes and

wedge-shaped R domains with domain walls along {100} planes. A hierarchical domain

morphology is also noted, as evidenced by multiple nanodomains inside the wedge-shaped

submicron domains. Insets show [001] SAED pattern and curved T-R phase interfaces

indicated with white arrows. Reprinted with permission from Lu et al. Appl. Phys. Lett.

105, 032903 (2014), Copyright 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

fields were limited in our 1D study [41] by the spatial dimensionality. While the rates of

transformation from R+T to the stable phase were reported, the details of the domain

nucleation and coarsening kinetics were not investigated. In single-phase ferroelectrics,

the excess interfacial energy drives domain coarsening. Classical theories describing grain

growth and Ostwald ripening (coarsening of second-phase particles) kinetics use rn−rn◦ =
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kt [42], where r is a linear measure of size, t is time, r◦ = r(t=0), k is the rate constant,

and n is the growth exponent. Normal parabolic grain growth is characterized by n = 2

and agrees with experimentally determined exponents for very pure, single-phase systems

at high temperature [43, 44]. According to the LSW theory [45, 46], n = 3 for diffusion-

limited coarsening, and n = 2 for source-limited coarsening [42]. No such description is

available in the literature to describe the kinetics of FE domain coarsening, particularly

close to a PPB.

In this study, the FE-MPF model is implemented in 2D for the coarse-grained BZT-

40BCT system, allowing the investigation of realistic domain morphologies (the equilib-

rium and kinetics), see e.g. Figure 1(b), that was not possible in the previous 1D study.

The 2D model enables the analysis of transformation kinetics and domain configurations

including local electrostatic interactions. A domain size analysis is performed to quan-

tify the effect of phase coexistence on the miniaturization of the FE domain structure

near the PPB, reported experimentally for BZT-xBCT [34, 47–51]. Further, we relate

microstructures to the anisotropy of domain wall and phase interface energies, a topic

not previously studied for ferroelectrics.

2. Model formulation

The formulation described herein corresponds to a two-dimensional extension of the

FE-MPF model proposed in previous work [41]. Thus, for a strain-free FE system of vol-

ume V , where a polymorphic phase transition occurs at T = TPPB for fixed composition,

Figure 1(a), the total Helmholtz free energy is defined as [41]

F [~P , φ; ~E, T ] =

∫
V

{
f(~P , φ; ~E, T ) +

1

2

3∑
k,l=1

3∑
i,j=1

Kijkl
∂Pk
∂xi

∂Pl
∂xj

+
1

2

3∑
i,j=1

Kij
∂φ

∂xi

∂φ

∂xj

}
dV

(1)

where T is the temperature of interest, ~E is the electric field, ~P is the polarization, φ is a

phase field variable describing the interacting FE phases, Kijkl = KP is the polarization

gradient energy coefficient, and Kij = Kφ is the phase gradient energy coefficient.

The volumetric free energy density of the strain-free, two-FE-phase system at fixed

composition is calculated as [41]

f(~P , φ; ~E, T ) = fR(~P ; ~E, T )[1− h(φ)] + fT(~P ; ~E, T )h(φ) +Wg(φ) (2)
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where φ = 0 corresponds to the R phase and φ = 1 corresponds to the T phase; h(φ) =

φ3(6φ2 − 15φ + 10) is a function that interpolates between the free energy densities of

the two phases, fR and fT; g(φ) = φ2(1 − φ)2 is a double-well potential that prevents

unphysical phase transitions; and W is the double-well coefficient that controls the height

of the energy barrier between the FE phases.

We define ~P = (P1, P2) and ~E = (E1, E2) = −∇VE, where ∇ = (∂/∂x1, ∂/∂x2)

and VE is the electrostatic potential [52]. A simple, 2D Landau-Devonshire expansion is

selected to describe the volumetric free energy density of the FE phases [53]. Thus,

fT(~P ; ~E, T ) =
1

2
α1,T(P 2

1 + P 2
2 ) +

1

4
α11,T(P 4

1 + P 4
2 ) +

1

2
α12,TP

2
1P

2
2

+
1

6
α111,T(P 6

1 + P 6
2 )− (P1E1 + P2E2)

(3)

fR(~P ; ~E, T ) =
1

2
α1,R(P 2

1 + P 2
2 ) +

1

4
α11,R(P 4

1 + P 4
2 ) +

1

2
α12,RP

2
1P

2
2

+
1

6
α111,R(P 6

1 + P 6
2 )− (P1E1 + P2E2) + ∆fPPB

(4)

where ∆fPPB = fT(~PsT;~0, TPPB) − fR(~PsR;~0, TPPB), and ~Ps, α1, α11, α12 and α111 are

the spontaneous polarization and Landau coefficients for each FE phase. Here, only the

leading Landau coefficient is a function of temperature, α1 = αCW (T −TCW ), where TCW

is the Curie-Weiss temperature and αCW > 0 [54].

The polarization switching dynamics are described by three coupled Allen-Cahn equa-

tions, ∂P1/∂t = −MP (δF/δP1), ∂P2/∂t = −MP (δF/δP2) and ∂φ/∂t = −Mφ(δF/δφ),

where MP is the polarization mobility and Mφ is the phase mobility. We set MP = Mφ =

M(φ;T ) = MR(T )[1−h(φ)]+MT(T )h(φ), with MR and MT each given by the Arrhenius

form M(T ) = Mo exp(−Q/RT ). Further, we use an isotropic gradient energy penalty

for the formation of domain walls, i.e., KP = K1111 [15]. In the FE-MPF model, the

formation of phase interfaces involve energy penalty contributions from both the polar-

ization and phase gradient energy terms, and hence the energy of domain walls and phase

interfaces can be varied independently. This is a feature missing from traditional models.

The electrostatic field distribution is calculated using the differential form of Coulomb’s

Equation with no free electric charge density, ∇· ~D = 0. By substituting the constitutive

relation between the electric displacement and the total polarization, ~D = ~P+εo ~E, where

εo is the vacuum permittivity [52], Coulomb’s Equation becomes ∇ · ~P − εo∇2VE = 0.

We define the dimensionless quantities x̂i = xi/L, t̂ = t/τ , ui = Pi/ |PsT|, and

Êi = Ei/ |EcT|; where L is the size of a square simulation domain, PsT is the spontaneous
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polarization of the T phase, EcT is the coercive field of the T phase, τ = 1/ (|α1,T|MT)

and i = 1, 2. Thus, the resultant four dimensionless governing equations are

1

µ

∂u1

∂t̂
= γ∇̂2u1 −

{
∂f̂R(~u;T )

∂u1
[1− h(φ)] +

∂f̂T(~u;T )

∂u1
h(φ) + ÊcT

∂V̂E
∂x̂1

}
(5)

1

µ

∂u2

∂t̂
= γ∇̂2u2 −

{
∂f̂R(~u;T )

∂u2
[1− h(φ)] +

∂f̂T(~u;T )

∂u2
h(φ) + ÊcT

∂V̂E
∂x̂2

}
(6)

1

ν

∂φ

∂t̂
= γλ∇̂2φ−

{
[f̂T(~u;T )− f̂R(~u;T )]

dh(φ)

dφ
+ Ŵ

dg(φ)

dφ

}
(7)

0 = ∇̂ · ~u− ε̂o∇̂2V̂E (8)

where the following dimensionless parameters are identified: µ = M/MT, ν = P 2
sTµ,

γ = KP/(|α1,T|L2), λ = Kφ/(KPP
2
sT), Ŵ = W/(|α1,T|P 2

sT), ÊcT = |EcT/(α1,TPsT)|, and

ε̂o = εo |EcT/PsT|. Additionally, f̂R(~u;T ) and f̂T(~u;T ) are given by

f̂T(~u;T ) =
fT(~u;T )

|α1,T|P 2
sT

=
α′1,T

2
(u21 + u22) +

α′11,T
4

(u41 + u42) +
α′12,T

2
u21u

2
2

+
α′111,T

6
(u61 + u62)

(9)

f̂R(~u;T ) =
fR(~u;T )

|α1,T|P 2
sT

=
α′1,R

2
(u21 + u22) +

α′11,R
4

(u41 + u42) +
α′12,R

2
u21u

2
2

+
α′111,R

6
(u61 + u62) + ∆f̂PPB

(10)

where the following dimensionless Landau coefficients are defined for T < TCW,T: α′1,T =

α1,T/|α1,T| = −1, α′11,T = α11,TP
2
sT/|α1,T|, α′12,T = α12,TP

2
sT/|α1,T|, α′111,T = α111,TP

4
sT/|α1,T|,

α′1,R = α1,R/|α1,T|, α′11,R = α11,RP
2
sT/|α1,T|, α′12,R = α12,RP

2
sT/|α1,T|, α′111,R = α111,RP

4
sT/|α1,T|,

and ∆f̂PPB = ∆fPPB/(|α1,T|P 2
sT).

3. Numerical implementation

The 2D model was applied to the BZT-40BCT system using the experimentally-

determined parameters summarized in Table 1, as reported in previous work [41]. For the

two-dimensional BZT-40BCT model, values for α12 are selected such that the volumetric

free energy densities reproduced the correct equilibrium phase in the entire temperature

range of interest. For the T phase, α12,T = 5.0× 108 Jm5/C4 stabilizes the polarization

states along the 〈10〉 crystallographic directions. For the R phase, α12,R = 0 Jm5/C4
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Table 1: Material constants and model parameters for coarse-grained BZT-40BCT. Pa-

rameters in bold text indicate values that are different or not required in the previous 1D

study [41]. Derived quantities, TC , the Curie temperature, and Tmax, the temperature

above which the ferroelectric phase is unstable, are reported for completeness.

Symbol R phase (φ = 0) T phase (φ = 1) Units

αCW 5.000× 104 2.063× 104 Jm/C2K

α11 6.314× 107 −4.229× 107 Jm5/C4

α12 0.000 5.000 × 108 Jm5/C4

α111 1.263× 1010 3.154× 1010 Jm9/C6

TCW 49.90 69.08 ◦C

TC TCW,R 69.60 ◦C

Tmax TCW,R 69.77 ◦C

Mo 1.809× 10−4 3.806× 10−10 S/m

Q 8561 −25 260 J/mol

KP 8.051× 10−13 Jm3/C2

Kφ 2.150× 10−14 J/m

W 1.444× 104 J/m3

∆fPPB −310.3 J/m3

stabilizes polarization states along the 〈11〉 directions. The global stability predictions

with these Landau coefficients are shown in Supplemental Information Section A.

In agreement with previous work [41], the PPB temperature is TPPB = 43 ◦C, midway

between the lower and upper limits for R+T coexistence, TR−O = 37 ◦C and TO−T =

49 ◦C, as reported by Ehmke [55]. Further, γ = 3× 10−5 from numerical evaluation

such that the widths of rhombohedral domain walls and phase interfaces, measured in φ,

are approximately equal at T = TPPB = 43 ◦C, where both FE phases are stable. The

simulation domain size is L = 223 nm, which is large enough to enable multiple domains

and their dynamics to be investigated but is smaller than the typical grain size achieved

during standard processing of 27± 3 µm for BZT-40BCT [55].

The FE-MPF model was implemented using finite element method in COMSOL

Multiphysics® [56]. A square computational domain of side L was used with global
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coordinates x and y. Interfacial calculations were performed on a 100 × 100-element

mesh and microstructural evolution simulations were carried out on a 75 × 75-element

mesh. Second-order Lagrange shape functions were used in both cases. All calculations

were performed using an i7-7700 3.6 GHz processor with 32 GB of RAM and a 64-bit

Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise OS. Simulations for the interfacial calculations took

on the order of 1-5 min, and microstructural evolution simulations took on the order of

10-30 min.

Interfacial widths (ξ) and interfacial energies (σ) were calculated for all types of

tetragonal domain walls (TDWs), rhombohedral domain walls (RDWs) and T-R phase

interfaces at selected temperatures. Equations 5 to 8 were solved considering a com-

putational domain with a single interface between two homogeneous FE domains and

V̂E(x̂, ŷ, t̂= 0) = 0. All boundaries were electrically grounded (V̂E = 0), while zero flux

conditions were applied for ux, uy and φ. Six different types of interfaces were identified

in the two-dimensional implementation of the FE-MPF model for BZT-40BCT, namely:

180TDW, 90TDW, 180RDW, 90RDW, 135T-R and 45T-R. Domain walls are described

by the polarization rotation between variants that occurs across the interface, and T-R

interfaces are described by the polarization rotation from one phase to the other. In-

terfacial widths were calculated using the profile of the component of the dimensionless

polarization tangential to each planar, electrically neutral interface, uy′ . For domain

walls, ξ = L
∣∣∣2us,y′/ (∂uy′(x

′)/∂x′)|x′=x′◦
∣∣∣, where us is the dimensionless spontaneous po-

larization and x′◦ is the coordinate at the center of the interface. Similarly, the width of

T-R phase interfaces was calculated at T = TPPB, where both FE phases are stable, as

ξ = L
∣∣∣(usT,y′ − usR,y′)/ (∂uy′(x

′)/∂x′)|x′=x′◦
∣∣∣.

The microstructural evolution of two-phase FE systems was simulated in the absence

of applied electric fields at selected temperatures. Equations 5 to 8 were solved to elu-

cidate the effect of the spatial variation of local electric fields on domain configurations

and FE phase coexistence. Mixed 50%R+50%T initial conditions were considered by

using a uniform random distribution function, {mean, range}, with V̂E(x̂, ŷ, t̂= 0) = 0.

Thus, for the phase field, φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂= 0) = {0.5, 1}, and for each polarization component,

ui(x̂, ŷ, t̂=0) = {0, 2}. All boundaries were electrically grounded, with periodic boundary

conditions for ux, uy and φ. The size of FE domains (area, A) was extracted during the

microstructure evolution at selected temperatures. Mean domain sizes were analyzed in
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each phase separately and for the entire system using the package scikit-image [57] for

image processing in python. Coarsening rate constants, k, were obtained from the linear

fitting of A with time (parabolic growth model) for the T and R phases at t = 100 s, 200 s

and 300 s. See Supplemental Information Section B for details.

Additional simulations were performed for the microstructural evolution of single-

phase FE systems in the absence of applied electric fields. Equations 5, 6, and 8 were

solved to examine the coarsening of FE domains in single-phase conditions. Results were

compared with those obtained in mixed R+T phase conditions. Two sets of simulations

were carried out: one for the stable R phase, i.e., φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂ = 0) = 0, for T ≤ TPPB;

and another for the stable T phase, i.e., φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂ = 0) = 1, for T ≥ TPPB. Random

initial conditions were used for each polarization component, ui(x̂, ŷ, t̂=0) = {0, 2}, with

V̂E(x̂, ŷ, t̂= 0) = 0. All boundaries were electrically grounded, with periodic boundary

conditions for ux and uy.

For all cases, the microstructural evolution was simulated using fifteen different ran-

dom initial conditions for the polarization and the phase field at each temperature. A

scalar variable was created to output the average phase field, φ, after ∆t̂ = 1; while the

solution fields of ux, uy and φ were stored at selected times for detailed analysis of FE

domain structures and coarsening.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Domain wall and phase interface energy and anisotropy

Figure 2(a) and (b) illustrate the temperature dependence of the widths and energies

of domain walls. As temperature increases, the interfacial width increases and the inter-

facial energy decreases for all cases. This behaviour is in qualitative agreement with phe-

nomenological results reported by Marton et al. [58] for BaTiO3. Here, ξ180RDW = ξ90RDW

due to the isotropic KP and selected α12,R = 0, which yield Ps,y′,180RDW/Ps,y′,90RDW =√
∆f180RDW/∆f90RDW, see Figure 2(a). Further, the FE-MPF model predicts greater

interfacial energies for T-R phase interfaces compared to domain walls at T = TPPB.

The latter is explained by changes in the phase field across T-R interfaces that produce

additional volumetric and gradient free energy contributions. Table 2 summarizes the

numerical values of ξ and σ for all interfaces at T = TPPB = 43 ◦C.

The temperature dependence of ξ and σ is more significant in the R phase due to the
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Table 2: Interfacial widths (ξ) and energies (σ) calculated for BZT-40BCT at T = TPPB =

43 ◦C.

Symbol R phase (φ = 0) T phase (φ = 1) Units

ξ180DW 4.425 3.313 nm

ξ90DW 4.425 3.122 nm

ξ135T−R 4.210 nm

ξ45T−R 3.358 nm

σ180DW 3.519× 10−6 3.770× 10−6 J/m2

σ90DW 1.759× 10−6 2.034× 10−6 J/m2

σ135T−R 7.111× 10−6 J/m2

σ45T−R 5.107× 10−6 J/m2

vanishing spontaneous polarization and energy barrier between rhombohedral variants

(∆fR) as T → TC,R = 49.9 ◦C, where a second order P-FE transition occurs. In partic-

ular, as ∆fR → 0 at TC,R the volumetric free energy density flattens, which facilitates

polarization switching in the R phase. This provides a path for polarization rotation

between stable T domains enabled at high temperatures by the increased thermal en-

ergy, as proposed in previous 1D work [41]. The phase transformation-induced polariza-

tion rotation suggests a mechanism to induce extrinsic contributions to the macroscopic

piezoelectric response near TC,R for BZT-xBCT and similar systems. This mechanism

explains the higher piezoelectric response reported by Acosta et al. [7] near the maximum

temperature for R+T coexistence (described in other works as the O-T phase transition)

for the BZT-xBCT system.

In non-polar solids, the inclination (n̂) of a homointerface in a single-component ma-

terial (grain boundary), as well as the misorientation between the two crystals, affect

the interfacial energy, γ. Here, for domain walls, the polarization difference is analogous

to the misorientation. When the electric and piezoelectric fields across the interface are

zero, the inclination of domain walls corresponds to the condition ∆~P · n̂ = 0. While

we have not calculated the domain wall energies as a function of inclination, preliminary

calculations indicate that the low energy orientations are at cusps in the polar γ(n̂) plots

and γ increases rapidly for vicinal domain walls. Figure 2(c) presents a polar ∆~P · n̂ plot

for a 180TDW and a 45T-R interface as a proxy for the so-called γ-plots.
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Figure 2: Temperature dependence of the interfacial (a) widths and (b) energies from the

two-dimensional implementation of the FE-MPF model for coarse-grained BZT-40BCT.

The equilibrium T-R phase interfaces can only be studied at TPPB, where the T and

R phases are both stable. The energies of R domain walls have larger temperature

dependence than the energies of T domain walls. At T = 42 ◦C, the interfacial energies of

180DWs and 90DWs are approximately equal in each phase, i.e., σ180TDW ≈ σ180RDW and

σ90TDW ≈ σ90RDW. Subfigure (c) shows polar ∆~P · n̂ plots for 180TDWs ( ) and 45T-R

interfaces ( ), akin to γ-plots of interfacial energy, at T = TPPB = 43 ◦C. A 180TDW

is considered between two domains with ~P = (0, PsT) and ~P = (0,−PsT), respectively. A

45T-R phase interface is considered between an R domain with ~P = (PsR/
√

2, PsR/
√

2)

and a T domain with ~P = (PsT, 0). Subfigure (d) shows the temperature dependence of

the lowest energy orientation for the evaluated 45T-R phase interface. Marker indicates

the low energy orientations from the black plot in (c). The relatively low anisotropy of

phase interfaces compared to that of DWs, along with the smaller energy penalty to form

phase boundaries at orientations different from their low energy configuration, explains

the observed FE domain structures with faceted DWs and curved phase interfaces.
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Calculations suggest that the energy of 45T-R interfaces has relatively low anisotropy

and small energy penalty for inclinations away from their lowest energy configuration.

This explains the formation of faceted DWs and curved T-R phase interfaces in the

simulated 2D microstructures, see Figure 3. Further, the strong anisotropy of domain

walls restricts the dihedral angles at triple junctions. For interfaces with isotropic energy,

the dihedral angle (Θ) between two 90DWs meeting a 180DW can be calculated from

Young’s condition[59] as Θ = 2 arccos(0.5σ180DW/σ90DW) for each phase. At T = TPPB =

43 ◦C, this gives Θ ≈ 44° for the T phase and Θ = 0° for the R phase. However,

simulation results indicate that Θ = 90° for both phases at all temperatures, see e.g.,

triple junctions indicated in green in Figure 4(c) and (g). The anisotropic triple junctions

indicated in magenta in Figure 4 should obviously be highly unstable from an isotropic

energy balance [60]. Moreover, results reveal that the inclination of T-R phase interfaces

is a function of temperature. For the 45T-R phase interface shown in Figure 2(c), the

inclination of the low energy cusps is given by θ45T−R = arctan(
√

2PsT/PsR − 1), where

θ45T−R is the polar angle obtained from ∆~P · n̂ = 0. The temperature dependence of

θ45T−R is shown in Figure 2(d).

4.2. Domain structure stability and coarsening kinetics

The simulated 2D microstructures show that the FE-MPF model produces domains

with typical head-to-tail polarization configurations, Figure 3. These patterns have been

extensively studied using traditional phase field models and are attributed to electro-

static interactions [9, 11–13, 20]. Further, simulation results demonstrate the formation

of 90° domain walls (90DWs), positioned such that they bisect the angle between the

polarization vectors of the stable domains, and 180° domain walls (180DWs), aligned

parallel to the stable polarization vectors. For the T phase, 90DWs are oriented parallel

to the 〈11〉 directions of the pseudocubic axes, while 180DWs are oriented parallel to

the 〈10〉 directions. For the R phase, 90DWs are oriented parallel to the 〈10〉 directions

and 180DWs are oriented parallel to the 〈11〉 directions. The formation and orientation

of these 90° and 180° domain walls are consistent with experimental observations, e.g.,

Figure 1(b), and other computational results for different chemistries, see e.g., [11]. In

addition, Figure 3 shows the development of low energy interface configurations in the

single-phase regions, such as domain-wall triple junctions (ringed brown), which stabilizes

the domain structures.
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Figure 3: Domain morphology of the coarse-grained BZT-40BCT system for (a) T =

41 ◦C < TPPB, (b) T = 43 ◦C = TPPB, and (c) T = 44 ◦C > TPPB at t = 240 s. Contour

plots represent the dimensionless total free energy density, f̂total = ftotal/(|α1,T|P 2
sT), and

vector plots represent the dimensionless polarization, ~u = ~P/|PsT|. Arrows are coloured

by the phase-field value: R phase in blue ( ) and T phase in red ( ). Examples of

features of interest are ringed: faceted domain walls (red), curved T-R phase interfaces

(blue), two 90° domain walls intersecting a 180° domain wall at a triple junction (brown),

and four 90° domain walls meeting at a quad junction (green).
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Results also demonstrate the formation of faceted domain walls (ringed red) and

curved T-R phase interfaces (ringed blue), Figure 3. These morphologies are reported

near the PPB of the BZT-50BCT system in TEM studies [48, 51], as shown in Fig-

ure 1(b). The formation of faceted domain walls with specific orientations for each FE

phase indicates highly anisotropic interfacial energies. Low-energy domain wall orienta-

tions accommodate local electric fields and minimize the contributions of the electrostatic

energy to the total free energy of the system. The formation of curved T-R phase inter-

faces at orientations away from their lowest energy configurations are a result of interfacial

energy contributions smaller than those contributed by domain walls, thus minimizing

the total interfacial free energy in the system.

Figure 4 shows the microstructural evolution of 50%R+50%T samples to the stable

phase for T = 37 ◦C, 43 ◦C and 44 ◦C. In general, larger regions of the metastable

FE phase consisting of multiple internal domains persist for longer periods of time than

smaller, isolated metastable domains. Similarly, equilibrium interface configurations, such

as the domain-wall triple junctions shown in Figure 4(c) and (g), persist for long periods of

time. Moreover, phase coexistence enables the curling of FE domains at the intersections

of domain walls and phase interfaces that minimizes the total free energy of the two-phase

system, as indicated in red in Figure 4(k). See videos for the microstructural evolution

in Supplemental Information Section C.

In addition, Figure 4 indicates that the area fraction of the metastable phase decreases

as time progresses, while the overall mean domain size increases. However, results show

that the area fraction of the metastable T phase decreases rapidly at T = 37 ◦C < TPPB

compared to the relatively slow decrease in the fraction of the metastable R phase at

T = 44 ◦C > TPPB. At T = 37 ◦C and t = 120 s, Figure 4(d) shows relatively small

metastable phase fraction and large mean domain size compared to results at T = 44 ◦C

and t = 180 s, shown in Figure 4(i). In contrast, the phase fractions and domains size

remain constant as a function of time at T = 43 ◦C = TPPB, where the T and R phases are

equally stable. Further, Figure 4 shows that the metastable FE phase has a pinning effect

on the motion of domains walls of the stable phase, analogous to the effect of precipitates

on grain growth in two-phase alloys, e.g., [61]. These results suggest that there is a

correlation between the average domain size and the area fraction of the coexisting FE

phases.
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a) T = 37 °C, t = 60 s e) T = 43 °C, t = 240 s i) T = 44 °C, t = 180 s

b) T = 37 °C, t = 80 s f) T = 43 °C, t = 360 s j) T = 44 °C, t = 240 s

c) T = 37 °C, t = 100 s g) T = 43 °C, t = 480 s k) T = 44 °C, t = 300 s

d) T = 37 °C, t = 120 s h) T = 43 °C, t = 600 s l) T = 44 °C, t = 360 s

Figure 4: Two-phase microstructure evolution of a BZT-40BCT sample at (a)-(d) T =

37 ◦C < TPPB, (e)-(h) T = 43 ◦C = TPPB, and (i)-(l) T = 44 ◦C > TPPB. Contour

plots represent the dimensionless total free energy density, f̂total = ftotal/(|α1,T|P 2
sT),

and vector plots represent the dimensionless polarization, ~u = ~P/|PsT|. Arrows are

coloured by the phase-field value: R phase in blue ( ) and T phase in red ( ).

Domain configurations ringed red in (k) are examples of a phase transformation-induced

polarization rotation mechanism, as reported in [41]. Triple junctions, symmetric (ringed

green) and asymmetric (ringed magenta), are shown in (c) and (g). Metastable domains

have a pinning effect on the motion of domain walls of the stable phase (highlighted

in yellow), see examples ringed blue in (b)-(c) and (j)-(k). Results show that bigger

metastable domains (ringed brown), with more stable internal multi-domain structures,

persist for longer times than smaller, isolated domains (ringed blue).
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Figure 5(a) and (b) show that the overall domain size, A, decreases with increasing

fraction of the metastable FE phase. The average equivalent circle diameter (ECD) in

the vicinity of the PPB is 25-35 nm at t = 200 s and 30-45 nm at t = 300 s, both of which

are within the 10-60 nm range observed in experiments for the BZT-xBCT system [4].

Figure 5(c) and (d) show that the smallest average overall domain size is obtained at

T ∼ 41 ◦C when the area fractions of the two phases are approximately equal (φ ∼ 0.5),

i.e., a mixed 50%R+50%T phase state.

In the ferroelectric literature, the miniaturization of the domain structure near in-

terferroelectric phase boundaries is commonly explained by the reduction in the domain

wall energy, accompanied by low crystallographic anisotropy of the volumetric free en-

ergy [6, 7, 18, 19, 25, 26]. Our results show that the persistence of the nano-domain

structure near the PPB is a consequence of the vanishing driving force for phase trans-

formation. Moreover, the FE-MPF model predicts vanishing rhombohedral domain wall

energies as T → TC,R. Consequently, miniaturization of the domain structure is favoured

in the R phase according to classical ferroelectric theory, i.e., A ∼
√
σ [54], thus explain-

ing the formation of multi-domain structures with equilibrium interface configurations in

the metastable R phase, as observed in Figure 3(c) and Figure 4(l). Results are consistent

with and explain the hierarchical domain morphology observed experimentally in the R

phase [48, 62] and the enhanced polarization rotation (via phase transformation) that

leads to strong piezoelectric response [34, 47] for the BZT-xBCT system.

Figure 6(a) indicates that, for each phase in a two-FE-phase system, the coarsening

rates for metastable domains are lower than for stable domains. For temperatures further

away from the TPPB, the coarsening rates for domains of the stable FE phase increase due

to the increasing driving force for transformation of the metastable phase to the stable

phase. Accordingly, the coarsening rate constants, k, for the stable domains become

smaller as T → TPPB, where the macroscopic driving force for phase transformation

vanishes and the R and T phases are more likely to coexist. Moreover, Figure 6(a) shows

that the coarsening rates of rhombohedral and tetragonal domains are approximately

equal at T = 42 ◦C, which explains the occasional relaxation of the metastable T phase

in simulated microstructures. Further, domain growth analysis was also performed for

single-phase ferroelectrics to calculate intrinsic domain coarsening rate constants for each

FE phase and isolate the effect of phase coexistence on domain growth, Figure 6(b). As
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Figure 5: Domain sizes for two-dimensional BZT-40BCT simulated from mixed

50%R+50%T initial state. Temperature dependence is illustrated at t = 200 s for (a)

average domain sizes, and (b) total volume fraction transformed to the most stable FE

phase. Error bars correspond to 95 % confidence intervals from fifteen simulations. (c)

Parametric plots of average phase field with domain size are shown at t = 200 s for the

subsets of R and T domains together and separately. (d) Parametric plots of average

phase field with domain size are shown for combined R and T domains at three times,

t = 100 s, 200 s and 300 s. The increase in marker size indicates increasing temperature.

In (c) and (d), data corresponding to the minimum overall domain size are ringed in red.

Splines are included as a guide for the eye. Minimum domain sizes occur when there are

approximately equal phase fractions of the two FE phases consistent with experiments.
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the temperature increases, intrinsic domain coarsening rates generally increase for the R

phase but tend to decrease for the T phase, consistent with the temperature dependence

of mobility for each phase, see Figure 8(b).
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Figure 6: Temperature dependence of the domain coarsening constants for the R ( )

and T ( ) phases under (a) mixed-phase conditions, and (b) mixed- and single-phase

conditions. Error bars correspond to 95 % confidence intervals from fifteen simulations.

Data points corresponding to approximately equal k values for the R and T phases under

mixed-phase conditions are ringed in red. Splines are included as a guide for the eye.

Considerably larger error bars in the single-phase cases suggest that mixed-phase systems

are less sensitive to the initial microstructure. Results indicate that domain growth in

two-phase FE systems is dominated by the kinetics of phase transformation, rather than

by the competing effect of intrinsic domain coarsening.
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For single-phase systems, all FE domains have the same volumetric free energy and

the driving force for domain growth is the reduction in total interfacial energy, which is

analogous to grain growth in single-phase alloys. However, in a two-phase FE system,

there is additionally a driving force for transformation of the metastable phase to the

stable phase. Figure 6(b) demonstrates that domain growth in two-FE-phase systems is

dominated by the kinetics of phase transformation, rather than by the competing effect

of intrinsic domain coarsening. The considerably larger error bars in the single-phase

cases suggest that mixed-phase systems are less sensitive to the initial microstructure.

Furthermore, Figure 6(b) shows that the smaller k values are a result of the pinning effect

caused by domains of the metastable phase, as observed in Figure 4, which retard the

coarsening rates for domains of the stable FE phase.

4.3. Time-temperature-transformation relations

Following the previously developed methodology for the analysis of the transformation

kinetics of coexisting FE phases [41], a time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagram

is shown in Figure 7 for the two-dimensional BZT-40BCT system. Here, the T and

R phases are more likely to coexist in the vicinity of the TPPB, and R+T metastable

coexistence persists for longer times at TPPB < T < TC,R. Results are consistent with

our 1D analysis and the observations from the simulated microstructures in Figure 4.

In agreement with previous work [41], the R+T coexistence is thermodynamically-

limited at high temperatures and kinetically-limited at low temperatures. Therefore, this

is a general feature from the FE-MPF model predictions regardless of dimensionality of

the simulations. Specifically, the thermodynamic upper limit for R+T coexistence is at

TC,R = 49.90 ◦C, which agrees with the experimentally measured orthorhombic-tetragonal

transition at TO−T ∼ 49 ◦C, as reported by Ehmke [55]. Figure 7 shows that even though

there is no lower thermodynamic limit for R+T coexistence, the time over which it could

be observed is very short. Further, the specific choice for the PPB temperature does

not affect the qualitative results from the model, as demonstrated in the series of TTT

diagrams calculated with different choices for TPPB (42 ◦C, 43 ◦C, 44 ◦C), Supplemental

Information Section D.

Moreover, Figure 7 shows that the local electric fields dominate the phase transforma-

tion kinetics as T → TPPB as a result of the vanishing macroscopic driving force for phase

transformation, ∆fmin = fT(~P = ~PsT; ~E=~0, T ) − fR(~P = ~PsR; ~E=~0, T ), see Figure 8(a).
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Figure 7: Effect of local electric fields on phase transformation kinetics from the two-

dimensional implementation of the FE-MPF model for coarse-grained BZT-40BCT. The

TTT diagram shows the progression from random mixed 50%R+50%T phase conditions

towards the stable FE phase as ψ → 1 at each temperature. Markers indicate mean

times for constant fraction transformed calculated from fifteen simulations, and splines

are included as a guide for the eye. Tdfmax is the temperature at which the macroscopic

driving force for formation of T phase is maximal, and TEM is the temperature at which

the mobilities of the two FE phases are equal. At T = 41 ◦C, the R+T metastable

coexistence persists for considerably longer times when local electric fields are considered.

For T < TPPB, Figure 8(a) demonstrates that ∆fmin increases continuously with decreas-

ing temperature, explaining the kinetically-limited R+T coexistence at low temperatures.

For T > TPPB, the macroscopic driving force for R+T→T reaches a local maximum at

Tdfmax, Figure 8(a), while the phase averaged mobility decreases as the transformation

progresses and the temperature increases, Figure 8(b). These results partly explain the

slight increase in R+T coexistence time as T → TC,R observed in Figure 7. Additionally,

longer R+T coexistence near TC,R is promoted by the phase transformation-induced po-

larization rotation mechanism enabled by the vanishing energies of RDWs and facilitated
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by relatively high thermal energy [41], as discussed in Figure 2(b).
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Figure 8: Temperature dependence of the (a) macroscopic thermodynamic driving force

for transformation of FE phases, ∆fmin = fT(~P = ~PsT; ~E=~0, T )− fR(~P = ~PsR; ~E=~0, T ),

and (b) mobility, M(φ;T ). There is a local maximum in driving force at Tdfmax for the

R+T→T transformation. The mobilities are the same as those used in our 1D model, as

reported in Torres-Matheus et al. [41]. Above TPPB and below TEM , the phase-averaged

mobility decreases as ψ → 1, but increases in the range TEM < T < TPPB. Metastable

coexistence is expected to persist for longer times above TPPB due to lower mobility and

smaller macroscopic driving force compared to T < TPPB.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this work, a novel two-dimensional FE-MPF model was implemented to examine

the microstructural phase coexistence kinetics between the T and R phases for the BZT-

40BCT system. The model demonstrates the existence of a thermodynamic upper limit

for R+T metastable coexistence at TC,R = 49.90 ◦C, while TTT relations suggest that

there is a kinetic lower coexistence limit. The combined energetic and kinetic analysis can

partly explain the apparent stabilization of an O phase inferred from some experiments

in the vicinity of the polymorphic T-R boundary. Consistent with recent TEM studies,

curved phase interfaces are predicted to accommodate domains of different phases and

that we propose to result from the relatively low anisotropy of the phase interfacial energy

compared to the high anisotropy and faceting displayed by domain walls of each phase.
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Domain coarsening and microstructural analyses show that relatively low energy do-

main wall configurations, such as anisotropic triple junctions and quad junctions, persist

in the microstructure. These configurations, along with the domains of the metastable

phase, depress the coarsening kinetics of the stable phase during phase transformation.

We adapt γ-plots for domain walls and phase interfaces to understand the predicted

interface configurations. The FE-MPF model decouples the energetics of domain walls

and phase interfaces; it also decouples the bulk free energies of ferroelectric phases with

different symmetries. This feature can be extended to the elastic and piezoelectric con-

tributions to the free energy density to include those in the self-consistent framework.

Further, miniaturization of the domain structure reported near the PPB is attributed

to small interfacial energies and vanishing driving force for phase transformation that

leads to high metastable phase fraction, thus promoting a pinning effect on the coars-

ening of stable FE domains. At TC,R = 49.90 ◦C (the maximum temperature for R+T

coexistence), the rhombohedral domain wall energies vanish due to the second order P-FE

phase transition that is predicted to occur for the metastable R phase. The metastable

coexistence of rhombohedral nano-domains enhances the piezoelectric response and ex-

plains the hierarchical domain morphology observed experimentally in the R phase for

the BZT-xBCT system.

By including the elastic strain energy, which is the subject of future work, the FE-

MPF model could also reproduce twin-like domain structures in the single-phase regions.

Twin microstructures in ferroelectrics are caused by the long-range elastic interactions to

accommodate the lattice distortions between structural variants of each FE phase [9, 11,

20].
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